
INTRODUCTION
 I focused my thesis initially on highlighting the values that Dharavi demonstrates, 

while offering to extend the internal dialogue to the benefit of the region as a whole. 
Dharavi is currently Asia’s largest slum, as well as a home and workplace for hundreds 
of thousands of people. During the project, it became clear that Dharavi is to undergo 
a redevelopment phase and the whole area will be demolished and rebuilt to feature 
shopping centres and housing, especially for international buyers. Dharavi’s citizens 

themselves are not protesting because they have been promised compensation by way 
of accommodation. If they had been informed however that the accommodation offered 

in compensation applies only to half of Dharavi’s citizens, the atmosphere would 
certainly have been somewhat different. For seven years, Dharavi will undergo a total 
refurbishment. Many of the industries currently based on recycling are not included in 

the vision for the new district.

THESIS QUESTION

How can Dharavi preserve 
craftsmanship and valuable 

knowledge when the area is re-
built? 

My thesis project aims to answer that question through a crafts centre, where jobs could 
be offered, refuse recycled, visitors inspired and knowledge preserved. The center will 

work as an first step towards a new future for people who lost their homes. 

DESIGN

The crafts centre is to be built with cost-effective and locally produced materials. The 
centre is based on a design with two floors. The bottom floor would be designated for 
the practice of craftsmanship and recycling and the upper floor would form the exhibi-

tion and commercial section. 

The generous reception is on the first floor, where visitors get an overview of the entire 
building and the surrounding landscape. There is also a café next to the entrance with 

a beautiful conservatory where visitors can look out over the landscape as they dip 
their feet in the purified river that flows alongside the building. Here, the artisans work 
in the northeast axis, where the textile, paper, plastics, glass and metals are collected, 

processed and converted into marketable crafts. The whole process is visible for the in-
spiration of the visitors. On the northwest axis, visitors can personally devise their own 
creations with the artisans; here they can shape items and learn from each other. On the 
upper floor, there is a small shop where the products may be sold and an exhibition hall 

where the story of Dharavis is being retold to-date.

The lower section of the building is built of rammed earth to anchor the site and for 
its natural thermal properties, in order to protect against heat-damage on hot days and 
heat-storage for cooler days. The material’s character also reflects liveliness as well as 
the important aspect of taking advantage of local resources. The upper part is made of 
concrete, to blend into the urban character and the adjacent highway. Concrete is also 
more suitable for its durability and its longer life spans when compared with rammed 

earth.
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Dharavi in numbers
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DRA (Dharavi Redevelopment Authority)

1. Dharavi is Divided into 5 sectors. Each sector is developed by private investor. This will take away the controll 
from the people living in Dharavi and in same time divide the existing communities. 

2.  Only people who are registred from 1995 is going to be provided with new accomodation. Everone from 1995 
untill today will no longer have any right to stay in Dharavi. 

3. 57 000 families are moved into 27m2  apartments developed by private actors free of charge 

4. Hazardeus industries will not be included into the new plan. 

5. The area will undergo an redevelopment phase spanning 7 years. 

Dharavi is located between Mumbai’s western and central lines and holds an area 
of 217 hectares and is a home to a number that varies between 600,000 and one 
million people.

Dharavi is also a place where the nois starts at 8 am with tea stalls clinking, leath-
er-making and embroidery and plastic-crusching machines echoing until the dawn. Its 
a also a turmoil of structures providing houses for working class from all over the city. 
The residents is potters, garment-makers, welders and recyclers from all over India.  

What makes it unique and particular important is that the city I located on a goldmine 
in the heart of the megapolis with the highest landprices in India with a growing 
finance district Bandra-Kurla Complex as a neighbor. Not so surprisingly Dharavi is 
facing a inflaction point, will it stand against mumbais developers? Or will it finding 
its own way to defending its right to exist? 

What we thougt was only poverty and disaster seems to be much moore important 
for india then at is first glance. Dharavi citizens are making profit by recycle the 
waste from and selling it back to companys, recycling could be one of Indias biggest 
question and should not be overlooked. The recycle industry in Dharavi has a annual 
turnover of 1 billion dollar and employs a quarter of the people living their. Dharavi 
has an important story to tell and are in many ways saving India from drowning in 
a pile of garbage. 

DENSITY 
Popultation density
Dharavi with an area of   207 hectares and with a population of 600,000 
to 1,000,000 would be translated to 2 to 3.5 - squaremeter per inhabitant. 
Comparing that with Stockholm that have 381.6 km² to share with 1 681 000 
inhabitants ie 233 kvm per inhabitant. 

To get an idea of   how overcrowded Dharavi realy is we can compare it with a 
Stockholm of approximately one billion inhabitants.

Dharavi 2 to 3.5m² per inhabitant Stockholm 233m² per inhabitant

DHARAVILOCATION
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HIGHWAY

TRAIN

The site is located in Mahim Creek north of Dharavi and next to the highway. The reason for that is due to accessibilty and to open up the borders the new 
highway is creating. The site has also many advantage such as scenary and a view over the mangrove landscape. The two waterpipes spanning from Bandra 
Kurla Komplex to Dharavi is strongly realated to the identy of Dharavi. 

The site is located next to the highway to enable sorting of material of bigger quantity. 

The Idea of the design is to make the best of the site and reduce the disadvatange such as the highly noise from the high-
way. A. Thick walls of concrete is protecting the building from noise from the highway and the train. B. The building is in 
line with the waterpipes for making the waterpipes leading the way to the building. C. An rotation of the building made it 
possible for trucks to load and unload goods and material. 

A

A
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C

DESIGN
Indoor climate and ventilation
The building is built of solid materials when their thermal properties enables to store heat that can be used during colder periods. This is because Rammed 
earth  and concrete and has a high heat capacity. This allows the material protects against heat warmer periods during the day and releases heat during 
colder times. How much heat the material emits depends primarily on the surface it illuminates the room, 

India has as familiar a different climate than our Nordic countries which solar heat can often give rise to too warm indoor climate. By minimizing windows 
to the south and protect existing windows with overhangs, the building retains a pleasant temperature even during the hottest period. Another possible 
measure is to plant trees to function as shading.

This building ventilation principle is based on natural ventilation where the cold from the winds blows in into the airchimneys. This principle is built on a 
traditional Egyptian ventilation solution.
Wind chimneys called “Maqlaf” and it is these that of the winds in the building. This also cools down the interior walls of the building which makes the 
indoor climate can maintain a comfortable temperature even hotter moments during the day. The roof of the upper part of the building sits the exhaust air 
as the heat out through the roof.

In hot and humid climates, experiments show that green roofs can lower the temperature in walls and roofs by 3-4 degrees.

DETAIL
An inverted plan of what once was Dharavi adorn the doors and 
the big window   at the entrence. The emptyness from the building 
is letting light and air in. An honour to the people who once called 
Dharavi their home. 

The material in the doors and window frames are built of weather-
ing steel. After a period of exposure to corrosive conditions forms 
a patina on the steel surface. The layer formed on the steel surface 
has good adhesion and brakes moisture to penetrate and cause 
further corrosion. The steel is resistant to high temperatures and 
has a small influence of temperature fluctuations return.

Sorting and Ventilation

This illustration shows the sorting func-
tion where the material is collected into 
the opening of the wall to be sorted and 
processed. 

This section is also showing the ventila-
tion chimney “Malqaf”
Malqaf is an traditionall Egyptian ventila-
tion principle based on natural ventilation 
where the cold from the winds picked up 
from the air intakes from the chimney. 
This also cools down the interior walls of 
the building which makes it possible to 
maintain an comfortable indoorclimate 
even hotter periods during the day. On 
the roof of the upper part of the building 
sits the exhaust air as the heat out through 
the roof.

Constructional diagram

To make rammed earth more loadbearing it is essential to make an structures that holds horizontal forces as well as pressure forces. 
The building carries horizontal forces by a square wall system where each of wall horizontal force is carried by another. Rammed earth is not 
as stable as concrete but with adding more cement and an incresed thickness rammed earth can carrie a load of a multi-story building. The concrete upper 
part is also apart from blending in into the city landscap also protecting the rammed earth from water during the monsoon period. 

Compressed stabilized earth blocks
The process of making CSEB are consuming 11 times less energy then traditionally fired bricks and contains

• Gravel = 15%  
• Sand = 50% 
• Silt = 15%  
• Clay = 20%

Since CSEB behaves like firedbricks the variations of opportunities for construction are as widespread as in a plain brick building. Building material can be 
extracted directly from the ground and work force can be found locally. 

This allows a building process managed locally and at fraction of cost then traditionally buildingtechniques.

This building technique is unfortunately not known to the common man, and particularly not for those who need it most, ie, the poorest divide of the pop-
ulation.

 •    Local material - The soil can be found on site wich save transportation time, fuel, working time and money

• Bio-degradable material- CSEB blocks will go back to mother earth in 10- 20 years

• Limiting deforestation - No fire or heating necessary 

• Energy efficiency and eco friendliness - Requiring only small amount of stabilizer the energy consumption in a m3 can be from 5 to 15 times less than a 
m3 of fired bricks. The pollution emission will also be 2.4 to 7.8 times less than fired bricks. 

• Cost efficiency - Produced locally, with a natural resource and semi skilled labour, almost without transport.

• A easy to learn technology - Villagers will be able to learn how to produce CSEB-Blocks in a few weeks. Efficient training centre will transfer the 
technology in a week time.

• A job creation opportunity - CSEB allow unskilled and unemployed people to learn the skill, wich they can bring to know jobs and making them 
valuable for buildingcompanies. 

• Flexible production scale - Equipment for CSEB is available from manual to motorized tools ranging from village to semi industry scale. 

Limitations
• Proper soil identification 

are necessary

• Overstabilization can cause 
damage of the bricks

• Unskilled people producing CSEB 

• Wide spans, high & long building are 
difficult to do.

• Not the same strength as concrete

The two water pipes spanning over Mahim Creek from Bandra Kurla Complex to Dharavi is functioning as an landmark 
for Dharavi today. Its also an natural opening of the area. 



View from workshop



The recycling industry today

The garbage that arrives to Dharavi is dumped off the bridge in big bags or con-
tainers. Before it has been dumped it have already going through a rough sorting. 
Metal, glass and plastics have already been picked up by local so called “ragpick-
ers”. They work on night all over the city and are sorting out the valuable material 
from household garbage. All material carefully sorted out by the “ragpickers” or a 
better name would be Mumbai’s heroes. The sorted waste is sold and taken cared 
of by local industries. Some waste can be reused with some finishing or cleaning 

and some have to been melted or grounded. 

Plastic

The plastic that comes to Dharavi are being cleaned, sorted and cut into smaller 
pieces. The plastic that has been chopped up into flakes are put on the roof for 
letting the sundry the flakes. After sun drying the plastic pieces are packed into 

big bags and sold to bigger firms or smaller inside Dharavi. 

Water bottle

Water bottles are collected all over Mumbai and are being recycled in Dharavi. 
Everything on the bottle is taken cared of, the paper wrap is torn of by hand, and 

the blue cap is taken to small shops around the area. What’s left is the empty bottle 
that is being chopped up with the rest of the plastic and is either being exported 
or used as material for local industries. China is a big buyer of this kind of mate-
rial and is using the plastic for making lining to cushions, soft seats and even the 
very popular material fleece. We are al part of the recycling industry in Dharavi.  

Leather production

Leather was one of the first industries to establish in Dharavi. This is a produc-
tion made only by non-Hindu groups. The tanning industries was first located in 

Dharavi but have been banned due to the highly toxic waste into the Mahim river. 
This contamination of the river caused the death of all the fishes living there and 

leaved the Koli fishermen without their traditionally mean of income. The tanning 
industry is now located at Denoar and is transported to Dharavi. In Dharavi the 
leather is going into the process called crusting. Crusting is a process when the 
leather is being dried usually in the sun. Leather dried in the sun becomes stiff 
and has to be softening by wooden rollers; this process makes up a lot of toxic 

dust, which is harmful to breath. 

After softening the hides is dyed and even more hazardous process then the last 
one. First the leather is dyed by the wooden rollers and then painted usually with 
toxic chemicals. This process is very regulated in the west and people performing 

this kind of job is wearing full body protection and face mask, in Dharavi they 
might go out in the fresh air in the best of worlds. 

Leather production is in many ways bad for everyone involved in the process 
and is killing 40 000 goats a year in Denoar alone. This is also one of the biggest 
Industries in Dharavi giving thousands of people a yearly income. The industry 
will continue whatever our opinion is about it. Due to poisonous chemicals and 

poor working conditions this is an Industry that a future workshop center can live 
without and the process should continues far away from living beings.
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1. Entrence
2. Recpetion
3. Office
4.Cloakroom
5. Café
6.Kitchen
7.Rammed earth learning
8. CSEB-Machines (Machines to
build compressed stabilized earth blocks)
9.Owens for pottery
10. Pottery 
11. Kitchen
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12. Common room, painting
13. Painting 
14 Textile workshop
15. Washing
16. Storage
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18. Textile workshop
19. Washing
20. Storage
21 Elevator
22. Washing
23. Metall and plastic workshop
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24. Drying textile
25. Textile collecting and workshop
26. Soaking of paper
27. Paper collecting and workshop
28. Casting of plastic
29. Plastic collecting and shredding
30. Washing 
31. Glass collecting and shredding
32. Casting of metall and glass
33. Collecting metall and shredding

Plan 1 
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Plan 2
Scale 1:100

14. Elevator
15. Recept and export of goods
16. Workshop
17. Workplace
18. Tools for making plastic wires
19. Tool room
20. Sewing machines
21. Workplace
22. Paint room
23. Workshop and sewing
24 Workplace

1. Shop
2. Dharavis history
3. Recycling industry
4. The life of Dharavi
5. Movie about Dharavi
6.Metall products
7.Papper products
8. Entrence
9. Pottery products
10.Plastic products
11.Clothes
12.Counter



Section perspective of the entrence
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Perspective of entrence



Exterior perspective



Section A-A
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Interior perspective



Facade 1:50
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Sketchmodels of the situation



Process 



Drawing of the entrence



Drawing of the main design idea


